




motion. After withstanding more than a century of the
Atlantic maelstrom without budging, the gleaming, candy-
striped tower silently inches 2,900 feet to its new home
safely back from the eroding North Carolina beach. And
that's just exactly how Jerry Matyiko, the prime mover of
the moment, wants it.

One of Maryiko's ham-hock hands is firmly clamped
around a radio and a badly gnawed cigar. His other hand
is never far from the bank of levers and dials arrayed
across a six-foot-tall red console, control central for the 100

hydraulic jacks keeping the lighthouse on an even keel. On
top of the console is a computer monitor, linked to a sen-
sor system, that shows the vertical alignment of the light-
house. A red ring represents the top of the light, a blue
ring its base. It goes without saying that keeping the red
ring centered within the blue ring is right up there with
breathing on Maryiko's "to do" list.

Matyiko is president of Expert House Movers in Sharp-
town, Maryland, which is doing the actual moving of the
lighthouse. International Chimney Company of Buffalo,

ew York, is overseeing the entire project. The two com-
panies have worked together for several years moving
ungodly tall and delicate stuff-skinny, brick-lined chim-
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neys, historic theaters and three lighthouses in New Eng-
land. But this lighthouse is the ungodliest tall and most del-
icate of all, a symbol of the country's maritime past so
evocative that people come here from all over the country
to risk a stroke climbing its 257 steps, just to stand up there,
gasping for breath, staring out across a limitless sea.

It has taken decades to reach this point, as engineers
studied the best ways to protect the light from the ocean's
steady encroachment. Debate waxed and waned over
whether it could be moved or even should be moved.
Finally, Congress gave the National Park Service, which
operates Cape Hatteras National Seashore and oversees the
light, the go-ahead and $12 million. The first job was to
sever the lighthouse from its foundation. Using a heavy-
duty saw with a diamond-encrusted cable as the blade,
workers sliced through the granite like they were cutting a
giant Bundt cake in half horizontally. Then came the lifting.

Think about putting your '57 Chevy up on blocks: first
you jack up one corner and wedge a big block of oak
under there to hold that comer up, then you follow suit
with the other three comers. In a nutshell, that's what
International Chimney did. As workers cut the founda-
tion, they chipped away at the granite underneath, break-
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Suspended between two enormous steel beams, a 200-ton autoclave is hauled through
Pico Rivera, California, in the dead of night. The moving rig has 112 tires.

ing off two-foot sections at a time and filling the gap with
steel shoring towers resembling four-foot-square, upside-
down milk crates. Once the entire lighthouse rested on
those towers, workers slid seven steel beams between
them. Each was equipped with built-in hydraulic jacks
piggybacked on small, steel-rollered dollies that would
become the lighthouse's feet for the move. Then 15 cross
beams were threaded at go-degree angles with the seven
main beams. This framework, which would serve as the
lighthouse's temporary foundation, comprised about 400

tons of steel. All the while, dump truck after dump truck
unloaded some 10,000 tons of stone, which was graded
and compacted to level the lighthouse's path.

Then came the first real move-a vertical one. Painstak-
ingly, over a week, the lighthouse was jacked up about six
feet so it would be level with the runway. To give the dol-
lies something to roll on, seven "travel beams" were insert-
ed beneath them, forming seven long steel tracks. Right in
front of them on the roadway, workers laid down a huge
steel mat like a giant red carpet, then extended the steel
tracks onto the mat. This was the lighthouse's runway; a
mass of steel and bolts, it would be dismantled after the
light passed over it, then carried to the front and laid
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down again in a giant game of leapfrog. And what did the
actual pushing? Five hydraulic rams, four named after the
Matyiko brothers-Jerry, Jim, John and Joe-and one called
Mr. Pete F., for Peter Friesen, Expert's consulting engineer
and moving guru.

Thousands of people have been coming here each day to
see the lighthouse crawling along. Elderly women in
broad-brimmed hats delicately pick their way through the
flora, while fathers wielding camcorders troop through
with babies slung on their backs. It takes about 45 seconds
to a minute for the rams to push the lighthouse five feet,
the extent of their throw. Then there's a pause of about
five minutes as the system recharges, like the slow breath-
ing of some mechanical giant. Exhale. Inhale. Exhale.
Inhale. At every exhalation, someone in the crowd yells,
"It's moving! It's moving!"

Welcome to the world of big moves, where the ques-
tion, "Can it be done?" is answered with meticulous hours
of engineering, months of planning, gobs of money, fre-
quent all-nighters, saintly patience and no small dose of ego.
Whether it's a historic lighthouse, a paddle wheeler, a
chunk of rocket, a nuclear reactor, the torch for the Statue
of Liberty, the thermal containment shield for the Three
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Mile Island nuclear plant or a Hber-
glass whale for Sea World, it can
be moved. There's a huge differ-
ence in engineering, planning and
logistics between moving a seem-
ingly immovable object like the
Cape Hatteras Lighthouse a few
thousand feet behind a row of sand
dunes, and rigging a giant piece of
machinery on a specially designed
and built trailer and trucking it a
thousand miles.

But both share the same basic
problem: a need to get from point
A to point B. For either, the red
tape is intimidating. Remember
how much you love going to the
motor vehicles department to get
your license renewed after acci-
dentally letting it expire? Magnify
that about a thousand times. To
obtain permits for a fairly complex
interstate move may take months,
since every state, municipality and
utility company affected gets
involved. The logistics are mind-
boggling. Only about six compa-
nies in the entire country are capa-
ble of handling colossal moves like
these, and the more complicated

The question, "Can it be done?"
is answered with hours
of engineering, months of
planning, gobs of money
and no small dose of ego.

Heavy-haul project manager Chris Johnson (top) adjusts one of the thick slings supporting
the autoclave. Changing tires on the rig (above) is a formidable task.
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and challenging they are, the more
these guys like it. "A lot of this is
the excitement of taking it on," says
Terry Emmert, owner of Emmert
International, headquartered in
Clackamas, Oregon. "When some-
one says, 'You can't do it, we've
never issued a permit for anything
that big,' those are the ones you
want to do."

Emmert, who also owns a few
athletic clubs as well as an interest
in a local weekly newspaper, and
serves as finance chairman for the
Oregon Republican Party, exudes
bigness-big ego, big smile, big out-
look, big swagger, big gold watch
on his wrist. It seems appropriate
that he's built a successful compa-
ny from scratch moving big stuff
About 30 percent of Emmert In-
ternational's business is moving
buildings, and the rest is moving
"superloads," generally defined as
anything really, really big, either in
dimension or weight. While build-
ings usually don't move very far,
superloads can move thousands of
miles across the country, through
cities and towns and over all kinds
of difficult terrain.

In 1992,Emmert moved the HK-1
Flying Boat, better known as the
Spruce Goose. First, the historic
plane, built in 1947 by Howard
Hughes, was shipped from Long
Beach, California, to Oregon via
ocean barge. Emmert transferred it
to river barges and ferried it up the
Willamette River. Trucks then car-
ried the plane on a seven -rnile
overland route to its new home,
a museum in McMinnville. The
fuselage alone is 185feet long and
weighs 286,000pounds. The wings
are 158feet long and 62 feet wide,
each sandwiched within a steel
framework. The tail towered nine
stories above the road. Moved on
hydraulic, rubber-wheeled dollies,
the fuselage, wrapped in white
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A night owl watches the autoclave pass a brightly lit gas station. Such big moves usually
take place at night, so they're off the road when morning traffic begins.

plastic, loomed over telephone poles and treetops, emerg-
ing from banks of evergreens like some kind of alien ship.

No doubt about it, the Spruce Goose was, in industry
parlance, "a big move." But Terry Emmert's personal
favorite remains the 70-year-old Fairmount Hotel in San
Antonio, Texas. The six-block journey in 1985took four
days and involved lifting the three-story building trom its
foundation onto a bed of 36 rubber-wheeled hydraulic dol-
lies. Each dolly could be turned individually or in tandem,
enabling the hotel to negotiate no-degree and 90-degree
turns, one of which took six hours. Using five trucks
loaded with gravel as anchors-each weighing about 50,000
pounds-the Fairmount was winched along the route by a
huge crane. When it came to the Market Street bridge
across the San Antonio River, Las Vegas oddsmakers gave
7'tO-1that the hotel never would make it to the other side.
Workers reinforced the bridge, and as a warning device
Emmert wedged three bottles of beer (a Lone Star, a Coors
and a Bud) into a gap between the bridge deck and a ledge
beneath. If the bottles broke, it meant the bridge was sag-
ging too much. The beer made it through unscathed, as
did the bridge and the hotel.
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The move earned Emmert a spot in the Guinness Book of
World Records in 1986for the largest building ever moved
on rubber wheels. But records-especially in the world of
monumental moves-are made to be broken. In 1997,Inter-
national Chimney and Expert House Movers teamed up
and borrowed equipment from companies all around the
country to set a new one, hauling the Gem Theater in
Detroit, a fragile brick structure dating in part to the 1920S,
nearly 2,000 feet to make way for the new Detroit Lions
and Tigers stadium complex. They followed that last
spring by relocating the 76-by-82-foot Shubert Theater a
quarter-mile through downtown Minneapolis.

Baseball fans have nothing on these guys when it comes
to statistics. Any mover can rattle off his or her biggest
move by engineering hours, fabrication hours, routing
hours, permitting hours, man-hours, gross vehicle weight,
length, width, height, distance traveled and, most impor-
tant, whether it snagged them any records or awards. At
the Specialized Riggers and Carriers Association's 1999
Oversize/Overweight Transportation Symposium in St.
Louis, seminars on such topics as 'Trunnion Axle and Tri-
dem Axle Efficiencies: Is There a Broad Difference?"

•
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A tugboat conveys sections of Howard Hughes' Spruce Goose by
barge from Long Beach, California, to Oregon in 1992.

weren't nearly as well attended as the schmoozes after
hours, where attendees one-upped each other between the
stuffed mushrooms and fajitas with stories of ugly moves,
funny moves, wild moves and hair-raising moves.

IT'S AROUND 11 O'CLOCK ON A SUNDAY NIGHT, AND

a nearly full August moon shines high above a vacant park-
ing lot in an industrial section of Pico Rivera, an extremely
un-Brentwood suburb of Los Angeles. The rumble of diesel
trucks is like low background music, and somewhere near-
by a killdeer can be heard. Chris Johnson, heavy-haul project
manager for Intermountain Riggingand HeavyHaul, gathers
his crew around him for one last detail and safety check.
Their night's work is to get a zoo-ton autoclave moved
through Pico Rivera and as far down the road as possible
before daybreak, when they must pull off the road for the
day. ('The biggest thing with something like this," Johnson
says, "is finding a parking spot.") The $4.5million autoclave-
a big, dirty-yellow cylinder with what looks like a fat nipple
on one end-has been used at this Northrop Grumman plant
to build composite parts for the B2bomber. Now it's being
transported about 800 miles to Hill Air Force Basein Ogden,
Utah, where it will resume its work.

The autoclave is more or less slung from two overhead
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beams held up by two sets of wheel carriages, one at each
end of the beams. It can be raised and lowered about three
feet to dip beneath low bridges or skate over high bumps
or crossings in the road. Altogether, this rig has 14 axles,
each with 8 tires. The forward-most carriage has two
axles and can be hydraulically manipulated. Both it and
the rear-end carriage are independently controlled, which
enables the rig to practically turn around within its own
length. Two trucks-one to push and one to pull-propel
the rig. A zo.ooo-pound chunk of concrete rests on the
back of the rear truck for better traction. This contraption
is nearly 20 feet high, 21feet wide and not quite the length
of a football field.

Johnson thinks it will take 15days to travel the 750miles
to the company's facility in Salt Lake City, where the rig
will wait a week before continuing another 50 miles to
Ogden. The entourage includes Johnson's Ford F250, four
or five state highway patrol cars, local police, a bucket
truck to lift telephone, cable and power wires, pilot cars
fore and aft, and a variety of support vehicles.

There's very little that's glamorous about this move-it's
going to be a long, dark, slow night, and the only people
watching will be a few lonely hearts, insomniacs or hard-
core barflies who will want to reexamine the bottoms of
their mugs when they see what's passing by the window.
No calls to Guinness after this one. But these are the kinds
of superloads that happen all over the country, all the
time. Without them, you'd be surprised how your life
would be affected. Generators, boilers and turbines for
electric plants, parts of refineries, containment vessels for
gas and nuclear plants, transformers for electrical substa-
tions-without this stuff being where it is and doing what
it does, you probably couldn't flick on your lights every
evening or enjoy a hot shower in the morning.

The toughest part about moving the autoclave to Utah
will be this first night. The rig must snake through an
urban area, cross numerous intersections-at times taking
up four lanes of roadway-and negotiate a couple of 90-
degree turns, complicated by hills, traffic lights, median
curbs and rails. And the very first one, wouldn't you
know, is the right turn out of this Northrop Grumman
parking lot onto Paramount Boulevard.

As the rig starts to creep into the intersection, Johnson
folds his tall frame into a compact squat, watching the bot-
tom of the autoclave dip ever closer to the slope in the
road. When it starts scraping, he speaks into his collar-
mounted radio to one of his crew, telling him to raise the
autoclave to clear the street. Driver Dave Ostberg eases the
rig forward again. The autoclave swings and squeaks
slightly. It starts roughing up a hedge of oleander flanking
the parking lot's chain-link fence, and the beams from
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A customized rig carrying a lBO,OOO-poundhouseboat inches around a sharp curve in southern
Utah. Built in Wisconsin, the 75-foot-long boat is bound for Lake Powell.

which it's suspended are threatening to make origami of a
traffic light on the corner.

Meanwhile, Ostberg has to maneuver the front of his
truck past another traffic light in the middle of the inter-
section. It isn't going to make it. Everything stops, and
some men use a sledgehammer to whack out the pin cou-
pling the rear of the rig to the push truck. They disengage
the push truck, then back up the whole rig a few feet, and
have another go at the intersection.

Johnson is striding back and forth, back and forth,
checking this and that and muttering into his radio. He
never raises his voice; look up "laconic" in the dictionary
and there's probably a picture of him. On the aft hydraulic
carriage, zz-year-old Mike Hyde is another cool customer,
one hand holding a cigarette, the other wrapped around
the box that houses the controls. As Ostberg works the
fi-ont of the rig, Hyde maneuvers the back independently,
trying again to make the turn. It takes four tries, inching
forward and back, forward and back. At one point, the
rig's rear wheels are pointed straight across the intersec-
tion, while the front is 90 degrees the other way, pointed
down the street. The whole thing looks like a snake with
indigestion. Finally, the rig eases through the intersection
and onto the street. It has taken 45 minutes to move the
first 150feet. Only 799 miles, 5,130feet to go.

The first turns are often the worst, Johnson says. He's
not too perturbed. "Let's see how we do here," he says.
We're in his truck, approaching the corner of Paramount
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and Washington. At the AM-PM Mart on one corner, sev-
eral onlookers stand slack-jawed, Twinkies akimbo, as this
giant slowly rolls through the intersection with just a
moment's halt to raise the autoclave a fi-action to clear the
median strip. "Well, that was a little better corner, huh?"
Johnson says into his radio.

"Yup," answers Ostberg.
And so it goes. Dipping beneath power lines, poling

others up in the air, removing and replacing traffic signs,
trying not to crack the whip on turns (when the man con-
trolling the back end can't steer fast enough to keep up
with the fi-ont end), all night long It's easy to get lulled,
but dangerous. As we're ducking under some electrical
wires, Ostberg tells about a trip he did when the wire man
misjudged the height and the wires touched the rig. "We
blew five tires off the trailer," he says. "That's scary."

Johnson tells another story about a 45o,000-pound loco-
motive that Intermountain was hired to lift and move
from Salt Lake City to Ogden. Every time they tried to
start lifting the engine, it kept trying to fall over.

'Turns out that 30 years earlier they had abandoned it
full of fuel. They just sealed it up and left it there," John-
son says. Some 3,000 gallons of diesel fuel had turned to
tar and settled toward one side of the engine. It took a
week to liquefy the fuel and pump it out, then start all over
again. The move itself took only an anticlimactic six hours.
"You may have all the blueprints in the world," Johnson
says. 'There's still an element of surprise."
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Then there was the phone call that came
in one night to Bert Lundell, who at the
time was the director of the office that
grants permits for oversize moves in
Texas. The caller was an irate member of
the Waxahachie Jaycees who was furious
because a superload had just rolled
through town, catching all the group's
Christmas lights as it went. "I said, 'Well,
did you have them 16 feet up?' [the state-
regulated height for low-voltage wires]. He
said, 'Sixteen feet! No one will see them.' I
think it was a premanufactured house that
snagged them. It became very well decorated for the season."

Back at Cape Hatteras, 1 ask Dan McClarren, the Nation-
al Park Service's supervisor for the lighthouse move,
whether he's had any Maalox moments. "Yesterday," he
says bluntly, and describes a harrowing few hours when
the computer system that keeps the movers apprised of
the lighthouse's equilibrium started acting like it had got-
ten into Uncle Milt's liquor cupboard. For one thing, the
red circle depicting the top of the light was in the moni-
tor's upper right-hand corner instead of in the center of
the blue circle representing its base, essentially showing
the lighthouse tipping over. Meantime, surveyors using
robotic surveying instruments insisted everything was OK.

"When you're relying on the computer and the surveyors
tell you something else, things get tense real quick," McClar-

On July 9, 1999, the
Cape Hatteras

Lighthouse rolled to a
final stop at its new
home, 23 days after its

journey began.

ren says. "I thought Jerry [Matyiko] was
going to take that computer and throw it
in the ocean yesterday." Work stopped for
half the day as everyone tried to figure out
just what the heck was going on, but not be-
fore erroneous adjustments were made that
actually did tilt the top of the lighthouse 2'~

feet off center. Once it was determined that
the surveyors were right and the comput-
er was having a bad day, it only took a few
moments to bring the lighthouse back into
alignment, with no harm done except for a
few fierce cases of indigestion.

Eleven days later, at 1:23 P.M., on July 9, 1999, the Cape
Hatteras Lighthouse rolled to a final stop at its new home,
23 days after its journey had begun. In the middle of
August the last of the shoring towers were removed.
Restoring the granite plinth stones around its base and
rebuilding the steps into the tower would continue for
two more months, but the move of the millennium was
over. Sitting on the beach nearby, where the ocean has
pounded for centuries and the lonely lighthouse still keeps
watch over all, 1 couldn't help wondering: What will the
super movers move next? !

Wendy Mitman Clarke is senior editor at Chesapeake Bay Magazine
in Annapolis, Maryland. In March 1995, she wrote about the BOC
Challenge, a solo round-the-world sailing race.
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